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Abstract
The Old Lutherans constituted fewer than 20% of the Germans who emigrated from Prussia
between 1835 and 1854. In this study, more than 483 cities and villages of origin of 6,911 Old
Lutherans were mapped. These origins were in the central provinces of Brandenburg, Pomerania,
Posen, Saxony, and Silesia. More emigrants came from Pomerania overall and during every time
period except 1849-54. The areas with the most emigrants were north central Pomerania,
northern Brandenburg, southeast Brandenburg, and western Silesia. Emigrant destinations were
primarily America and Australia. American destinations included New York, Wisconsin, and
Texas, but the state that many went to has not yet been discovered. Some overlap of source and
destination occurred when examining the overall emigration, but extremely little occurred during
each of the time periods reviewed. More than 83% of emigrant origins were within 15 miles of a
major river, the primary source of transportation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Between 1835 and 1854, a total of 29,941 immigrants from Prussia entered the United
States (Bromwell 1856, 177). During this same time period, at least 6,911 “Old Lutherans” left
Prussia, mostly for America and Australia. These Old Lutherans accounted for fewer than 20%
of the people who left Prussia for the United States.
Prussia was not a small country; it extended about 785 miles from France in the
southwest to Russia in the northeast (about the distance from Detroit, Michigan, to Lincoln,
Nebraska). Prussia also extended about 340 miles from the Baltic Sea in the north nearly to
present day Slovakia in the south (about the distance from Detroit to Lexington, Kentucky). But
where, exactly, in Prussia did the Old Lutherans come from?
This study uses a geographic information system (GIS) to visualize the origins of the Old
Lutheran emigration. Specifically, the GIS will address the following questions: Where did the
Old Lutherans come from? Can emigration hotspots or clusters be determined? Where did the
Old Lutherans go? Can the destinations be correlated to the places of origin? Did rivers act as
physical barriers, thereby influencing who went where? Can chain migration be demonstrated?
Before creating any map to try to understand the Old Lutheran emigration, it is essential
to know who the Old Lutherans were and what compelled them to emigrate. It is also helpful to
be familiar with migration theory and what motivates people to leave their homes and move,
often long distances, to a new home (e.g., push-pull factors). Finally, other examples of historical
GIS are examined to place this study into the broader discipline.
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The Old Lutherans
The Old Lutherans were Prussian Lutherans who did not accept the union of the Lutheran
and Reformed (Calvinist) churches that King Frederick William III instituted between 1817 and
the early 1830s. In 1943, Iwan (2003, 1) stated that the Old Lutherans constituted “one of the
last…religiously motivated emigrations.”1 But, as one might expect, the story is much more
complicated than that.
Early Church Unification
Up to the time of the Old Lutheran emigration, Prussia had been known for its religious
tolerance. Two hundred years earlier, John Sigismund, Elector of Brandenburg, became
Reformed yet declared that he would not force others to convert. Frederick William, known as
the Great Elector, permitted Catholics more liberty than other contemporary Protestant rulers and
gave Huguenots extensive privileges as well. King Frederick II (the Great) was even more
lenient. He “offered complete freedom to sects that were barely tolerated elsewhere—Mennonites, Socinians, etc.” He even suggested building mosques and temples for “Turks and heathens”
if they were “willing to populate the land” (Drummond 1944, 214).
Since Sigismund, Prussian rulers were predominantly Reformed while their subjects were
predominantly Lutheran. King Frederick William III, however, was irritated that religious
services differed in the court and garrison churches depending upon who the pastor was. And he
could not take Holy Communion with the queen because he was Reformed and she was Lutheran
(Iwan 2003, 1).
On September 27, 1817, the king issued a proclamation that the two churches rid
themselves of anything not core to their faith in order to bring about a unified church (Iwan

1

Iwan’s 2003 book is an English language translation of a book originally written in German in 1943.
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2003, 1). Under the proclamation’s decree, neither of the Protestant churches was to be absorbed
by the other, but both churches were free to determine how to merge; the king expressly stated
that he did not want to force the issue (Clemens 1976, 15-16). But the king proposed a union
service between the two churches on October 31 that was partly a tribute to the queen, who died
in 1809, and partly as a commemoration of the 300th anniversary of the Reformation (Owen
1946, 9). The king thought that being able to take Holy Communion in a unified church would
be the example that other churches would follow toward unification. While churches followed
the king’s desire to be unified, they viewed it as a feast day, celebrated for the one day, and went
back to their separate Lutheran and Reformed customs (Clemens 1976, 16; Iwan 2003, 1-2).
King Frederick Wilhelm III, however, did not seem to understand the strong views of the
Lutherans regarding Holy Communion. While the Reformed believe that communion is symbolic
of the presence of Jesus Christ, the Lutherans believe that communion is the actual presence of
Christ’s body in the bread and Christ’s blood in the wine of communion. The king, however,
thought that the communion and other doctrinal issues were minor points in relation to faith
based on Scripture (Everest 1892, 291).
In 1821, King Frederick William III introduced a new agenda (or prayer book) to aid the
merger of the Reformed and Lutheran churches into a Union church (Westerhaus 1989, 4). He
consulted many old agendas from both faiths but had a preference for the Lutheran liturgy. This
preference was reflected in the king’s new agenda, which he ordered to be used in the cathedral
in January 1822. It was not well received, so the king sent the agenda to church officials
throughout the country for comment. Only 389 clergy (fewer than 1/16 of all clergy) accepted it
(Iwan 2003, 2).
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The king added an appendix to the agenda and released the second edition in 1824 (Iwan
2003, 3). King Frederick Wilhelm III demanded that the revised agenda be adopted and a threat
of fines was imposed to coerce the adoption of the agenda (Clemens 1976, 17). Karl Altenstein,
the Minister of Culture,2 predicted that the clergy would not be able to resist the king’s desire to
unite the churches—or his threat of reprisal. However, Georg Nicolovius, Councilor of State,
disagreed. He predicted that the best clergymen would have moral reservations and might even
be coaxed to emigrate rather than accept the agenda. The king’s threat did, however, persuade
about two-thirds of the clergy to proclaim that they preferred the new agenda (Iwan 2003, 3).
At around this time, a dozen clergymen in Berlin became very critical of the agenda.
They believed there was no ecclesiastical or theological basis for the new agenda. They also felt
that the agenda was only accepted because of the threat of forceful action to be taken against
clergy who did not accept it. These clergymen even called the agenda “un-Lutheran.” This last
criticism especially incensed the king because, whether these dissenting clergy knew it or not,
the king spent much energy trying to emulate Old Lutheran agendas (Iwan 2003, 3).
Due to continued strong criticism, King Frederick William III allowed for regional
considerations to be taken into account with regard to the agenda. This started in 1824 in
Pomerania with a regional appendix, but spread. Of the 1,311 churches in Pomerania, 86.6%
(1,136) of churches adopted the agenda as it was, but the other 13.4 % (175) would not adopt it
without further conditions. The regional concession by the king was to allow things like
traditional prayers to be included in an appendix. Due to measures such as this, adoption of the
agenda increased to five-sevenths of the clergy in 1825 and six-sevenths in early 1826 (Iwan
2003, 4).
2

Iwan states that Altenstein was Minister of Culture; Owen (1946, 10) states that Baron von Altenstein was Royal
Minister for Religion and Education.
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Continued resistance to the agenda compelled King Frederick William III to have the
Pomerania agenda sent to other provinces in 1827. Each province, then, was to have its own
appendix. Most of these were completed in 1829 and more clergy adopted the latest version of
the agenda. Still, some remained opposed to the new agenda in 1829 (Iwan 2003, 5).
The king declared that a celebration of the union of the churches would take place on
June 25, 1830. By this time, churches should have taken “Reformed” and “Lutheran” out of their
names. The Old Lutherans felt that removing “Lutheran” from the name of their church was
virtually the same as dissolving the Lutheran church, and they would not take part in the
celebration (Iwan 2003, 5).
By the time of the union celebration, the first Free Lutheran Church congregation had
formed in Breslau, Silesia. This church did not recognize the Union. The number of pastors who
seceded from the Union church increased during 1830 and, by the end of the year, possibly 2,000
people belonged to the Free Lutheran Church—which was nicknamed the Old Lutheran Church
in 1845 (Clemens 1976, 20-21).3
The authorities and the king believed that the Old Lutherans were misguided and would
eventually reconcile themselves to the new situation. Negotiations between the two sides still
took place between 1830 and 1834, but the Old Lutherans would not accept the merger and the
government refused to allow one faction of the Lutherans to establish a separate church (Iwan
2003, 5).
Old Lutheran Persecution
The government considered the request of the remaining Lutherans for their own church
to be a separatist movement and did not grant the request. In 1832, the crown prince, who

3

Owen states that they started to call themselves Old Lutherans in 1830 (p. 11).
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sympathized with the Lutheran cause, pleaded with the king to allow the Lutherans to not merge
with the Union church. Even the crown prince couldn’t persuade the king (Iwan 2003, 6).
Later in 1832, Altenstein came to believe that the Lutherans were political extremists and
were conventicles. Both accusations were strongly denied by the Lutherans. The first accusation
was denied out of hand because the Lutherans only believed themselves to have religious
motivations. They were only politically active to retain their religious beliefs and manner of
worship (Iwan 2003, 7). The impression that the Old Lutheran movement was political may have
been because opponents of the king rallied to the Old Lutheran cause (Ellis 2002, 71).
The conventicle accusation was more difficult to shake. Conventicles are unlawful, secret
religious meetings. Conventicles existed in some of the most zealous Lutheran areas such as
Züllichau in southeast Brandenburg and Kammin in Pomerania. However, at this time, while
Altenstein might have viewed the remaining Lutheran congregations as conventicles, they still
had not been outlawed. This all changed with the conventicle laws of 1834.
The conventicle laws were primarily directed against the Lutherans. The laws outlawed
any religious meeting not sanctioned by the Union church unless it was a family-only meeting,
and anyone not sanctioned by the Union church who performed religious functions could be
fined or jailed. Just as abhorrent to the Lutherans was the requirement that everyone send their
children to the Union school and confirmation instruction (Iwan 2003, 7). Fines for illegal church
activities were levied against the people, including for keeping children from the religious
teaching of Union pastors. If one couldn’t pay the fines, goods were seized and “a number of
them [Old Lutherans] were reduced to complete poverty” (Iwan 1995, 8-9).
The last hopes for a separate Lutheran church outside of the Union must have seemed to
totally disappear with the king’s orders in early 1834 that stated that the Lutherans would not be
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allowed to remain outside of the Union. Even so, protest continued. In October, Baron von
Kotwitz wrote to the king expressing the baron’s dismay that the Lutherans were not granted the
same rights as the Jews and Mennonites (Iwan 2003, 7-8).
By this time, the government had started to oppress the remaining Lutheran
congregations. In September 1834, pastors were removed from three churches and jailed. At one
of the churches (in Hönigern, Kreis Namslau, Silesia), a clerical error in the letter to the church
resulted in a crowd of 2,000 meeting the royal commission carrying out the order to remove the
pastor. Being met by this crowd was viewed by the commission as a revolt and the impression
was intensified when the congregation would not hand over the keys to the church building. The
commissioners left, threatening the use of military force. The pastor was later jailed; the church
building, however, remained in the hands of the congregation. Altenstein finally convinced the
king to send 400 infantrymen and 300 cavalry to Hönigern just before Christmas to take the
building. It wasn’t until orders were given to load rifles and beat off resisters with rifle butts and
bayonets that the congregation relented. The Hönigern church was the last Lutheran church to be
turned over to the government (Iwan 2003, 8).4
Because of the conventicle laws, the Lutherans were persecuted even more. Pastors
continued to perform religious services but had to do so in secret at night, in houses, in the
woods, in barns, in quarries, and elsewhere because they no longer had church buildings in
which to hold religious services. Pastors became itinerant preachers, usually disguised to avoid
capture—and most Old Lutheran pastors were imprisoned at one time or another because of a
bounty for their capture. When a clandestine worship meeting was discovered, participants were

4

Reports about this event vary. Camann (1991, 17) reports the same number of infantry and cavalry but adds two
cannon. Owen (1946, 11) states that there were 500 soldiers (no cavalry) and they used the flat side of their swords.
Westerhaus (1989, 9) reports 300 infantry and 200 cavalry.
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fined and anyone not able to pay the fine had possessions taken in lieu of the fine. While
ministries debated the legality of the measures taken against the Old Lutherans, the Old
Lutherans faced more and more hardship because of increased fines (Iwan 2003, 9; Clemens
1976, 21). Even women, children, and old men were put in prison (Krause 1979, 8)
The Hönigern incident, especially, strengthened the Old Lutheran resistance to the Union.
New Old Lutheran congregations were founded in Silesia in 1834 and the movement continued
into Pomerania in 1835 (Clemens 1976, 22). With this momentum, a Lutheran synod (an
assembly of pastors and, possibly, influential laity) was called in 1835 in Breslau. This group
expected the state to yield more to the demands of the Lutherans, but this was not the case
(Clemens 1976, 9). Instead, there ended up being three Lutheran groups: one group believed that
they could remain true to their Lutheran faith within the Union; another group stayed away from
the Union, but remained in Germany; and the last group felt that they could not remain true to
their faith by staying in Germany and emigrated (Clemens 1976, 10). In 1835, only eight
pastors—and one future pastor—supported emigration (Clemens 1976, 23); it is this group and
their successors that form the basis of the present study.
Early German Migrations
The early Old Lutherans were not the first German emigrants. In fact, the Old Lutheran
emigration started more than 225 years after the first Germans came to Jamestown in 1608
(Library of Congress 2014). The first Mennonites to come to America were German Mennonites
of Dutch ancestry who, in 1683, established a colony at Germantown, Pennsylvania (Smith 1957,
530). Palatines from southwest Germany and Swabians from southern Germany also emigrated
to America in the seventeenth century (Walker 1964, 1), and several thousand Germans were
arriving in Philadelphia each year in the 1730s (Boyd 2016, 103).
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After the First Partition of Poland (1772), Mennonites in Danzig became subjects of
Prussia. Most of the privileges that they enjoyed under Polish rule were also granted by Prussia.
However, the Mennonites were not allowed to purchase new land and Mennonites from other
countries weren’t allowed to settle in Prussia unless they paid a high fee. Taxes (for exemption
from military service, for example) and not being able to purchase land for their young adults
were factors that led some of the German Mennonites from Prussia to consider emigrating. Many
left for the South Volga (Russia) with promises of better religious and civil freedoms than they
had in Prussia. Between 1786 and about 1836 approximately one-half of the Mennonites from
the Danzig area left for southern Russia (Smith 1957, 282-283).
In the early nineteenth century, emigration was common within the German countries.
The Napoleonic wars caused great stress because of military conscription, plundering armies,
and heavy taxation. The time after the wars wasn’t much better. Troops released from the
military caused a steep decline in wages while manufactured goods, especially from England, not
only brought a flood of cheap goods to the markets of Germany but displaced some German
workers, especially weavers (Walker 1964, 2).
By 1816, in southwestern Germany, the division of inherited landholdings among all
children over generations created small plots that hardly supported a family, if at all. Families
turned to cottage industries to help support themselves, but the cottage industries now had to
compete with manufactured goods (Walker 1964, 3). Crops failed as well and by the end of
1816, thousands of Germans started to emigrate, especially to America and Russia (Walker 1964,
6-7). This wave of German emigration did not last and the number of emigrants decreased to
nearly nothing by the end of 1817 (Walker 1964, 28). Many of those who emigrated must have
gone through Prussia because, by 1819, Prussia refused to allow other Germans to pass through
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its territory on their way to the Netherlands, unless they had a pass from a Prussian ambassador
and sufficient money to finish their trip (Walker 1964, 36). The Prussian regulation was probably
a response to the Dutch edict of 1817 that required groups of emigrants to have a “substantial
Dutch citizen” as a guarantor that the government would not have to provide aid for the emigrant
while in the country (Boyd 2016, 115). The number of emigrants remained low (compared to
later in the nineteenth century) through the 1820s (Boyd 2016, 115).
Between 1830 and 1840, economic conditions worsened again, causing a proletariat class
to develop (people with no property or capital). While these people wanted to emigrate, they
didn’t have the means. However, they inspired some to emigrate who saw themselves as
becoming proletariat (Walker 1964, 51). Overpopulation in southwestern Germany not only was
a cause of the emigration to America and Russia (Walker 1964, 59), but it was a factor in
emigration to Prussia, which had a net increase through immigration of nearly 770,000 people
between 1824 and 1848, and most of these people moved to Prussian cities (Walker 1964, 55). In
the early 1830s, war, popular uprisings, unemployment, and taxes (especially rising taxes to
support the poor) resulted in emigration. While the destination for some was the United States,
others saw a future for themselves in Germany, but they saw it in a different German state
(Walker 1964, 65-66). Farmers from the Kingdom of Württemberg and the Grand Duchy of
Baden, for example, started to emigrate in 1829 because of the collapse of agricultural prices,
and people from the Grand Duchy of Hesse started to emigrate in 1832 because emigration
restrictions were lifted (Boyd 2016, 105).
The Old Lutherans must have been aware of the emigration from and immigration to
German lands that was taking place. Between 1821 and 1834, approximately 44,600 people from
German states immigrated to the United States alone (Bureau of Statistics 1903, 4340). Almost
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everything up to this point, however, has referred to what was happening in the western part of
Germany. The Old Lutheran emigration is said to have started the German emigration from
eastern Prussia (Stockman 2003, 50; Walker 1964, 78).5
Migration Theory
We have seen that the Old Lutherans were adamantly opposed to the German Union
Church, so much so that they endured fines, confiscation of property, and prison. Finally, some
of them decided that their only recourse was to leave the country. In this section, we will take a
look at migration theory and attempt to put the Old Lutheran migration into the context of
migration theory.
Castles, de Haan, and Miller (2014) provide an overview of the prevailing migration
theories. Migration theories can be classified as functionalist or historical-structural.
Functionalist theory has a more positive view of migration in that the movement of people tends
to create greater equity in society. The view of the historical-structural theory of migration is
much more negative—the movement of people is coerced and leads to even more inequality
between classes of people (Castles, de Haan, and Miller 2014, 27-28).
Functionalist Theories
Functionalist theories of migration date back to the late nineteenth century when
Ravenstein developed the first laws of migration (Castles, de Haan, and Miller 2014, 28). The
functional way of looking at migration involves push-pull factors. Push factors are those things
in the migrant’s origin location that cause them to move away. Examples of push factors include
a lack of economic opportunity and political repression. Pull factors, on the other hand, are those

5

If the Mennonites were emigrating from the Danzig area (in the province of West Prussia) from 1786 until about
1836, it is not clear how it could be said that the Old Lutherans started the German emigration from eastern Prussia.
Maybe the Old Lutherans were the first to emigrate to American and Australia.
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things that entice one to move to a different place and can include better job opportunities,
political freedom, and the availability of land. While the push-pull model can incorporate any
number of factors on either the push or pull sides of the equation, it has a few weaknesses. It
does not explain how the factors relate to each other, it cannot explain return migration, and it
cannot explain why both emigration and immigration may occur in one place at the same time
(Castles, de Haan, and Miller 2014, 29).
While functionalist theory can describe migration in terms of any number of push and
pull factors, neoclassical migration theory concentrates exclusively on economic factors.
Specifically, it views people as rational beings who look to exploit geographic differences in the
job market by moving from areas that have an abundance of labor, but low pay to areas with a
labor shortage and high pay (Castles, de Haan, and Miller 2014, 29). Like push-pull theory, the
neoclassical theory has its share of criticisms. As mentioned, it treats people as rational human
beings who constantly look to any number of choices to take advantage of the best cost-benefit
analysis. The neoclassical approach also assumes that everyone has a knowledge of such things
as wages and job prospects everywhere to make the best choice of where to move. Finally, this
approach also assumes that migration is just as easy for all socioeconomic groups (Castles, de
Haan, and Miller 2014, 31).
Functionalist and neoclassical theories do not allow for human agency. In other words,
because these approaches to migration only assume that outside forces are acting on individuals,
they do not take into consideration that “people’s aspiration and capability to migrate actually
depend on factors such as age, gender, knowledge, social contracts, preferences, and perceptions
of the outside world” (Castles, de Haan, and Miller 2014, 31).
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Historical-Structuralist Theories
Historical-structuralist theories differ from functionalist theories in that the former do not
allow for any freedom of choice by individuals. In this way of looking at migration, individuals
are compelled to move because of decisions made by others. In a global economy, political and
economic power are unequally distributed among countries, there is a disparity of access to
resources among different groups of people, and “capitalist expansion has the tendency to
reinforce these inequities” (Castles, de Haan, and Miller 2014, 32). As with functionalist and
neoclassical theories, historical-structuralist theories do not allow for human agency. Instead,
global capitalism creates victims out of individuals who must migrate to survive (Castles, de
Haan, and Miller 2014, 36).
Newer Migration Theories
The functionalist and historical-structural theories look at migrations at the macro-level
(i.e., at a global or national scale). Most newer theories of migration “focus on the micro- [e.g.,
family or neighborhood] and meso-level [e.g., village, city, or state] and are interested in what
motivates people and social groups to migrate, how they perceive the world and how they shape
their identity during the migration process” (Castles, de Haan, and Miller 2014, 37). Migration
network theory goes even further to explain how networks between migrants and their family
and friends back home are created. These networks are used by those family and friends to
migrate, and they influence the location that the family and friends migrate to (Castles, de Haan,
and Miller 2014. 39-40). In addition, these networks can “decrease the economic, social and
psychological costs of migration” (Castles, de Haan, and Miller 2014, 40).
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The Old Lutheran Emigration in Context of Migration Theory
As discussed, the push-pull theory of emigration proposes that there must be factors
pushing people away from their home towards a new home. Throughout his writing, Iwan
(2003a) proposes that religious freedom was the primary motivation of the Old Lutheran
emigration. The Old Lutherans were being persecuted in Prussia, and they wanted to go to a
country that had more religious tolerance. Even later in the emigration period, Iwan stressed that
the Old Lutherans were stating on their exit applications that they were leaving for religious
reasons, even though they must have known that not doing so would be an easier path to getting
permission to leave.
Even later, though, Iwan expresses that something resembling a neoclassical emigration
was probably occurring. In 1843 and after, it seems that the Old Lutherans were leaving Prussia
primarily because their comrades who went to America and Australia were doing rather well
financially (Clemens 1976, 86).
Historical-structuralist theory states that individuals do not have a choice when migrating,
but the choice is made by others in terms of global capitalism. At the beginning, the Old
Lutherans may not have been too inspired by global capitalism, but it seems that there may have
been a lot of peer pressure for individuals to emigrate with the group since a pastor was required
in the early part of the emigration (Iwan 2003a, 90).
The newer migration theories might better explain the Old Lutheran emigration and bear
more research. It seems that Iwan and Clemens provided some meso-level study of motivations
of the Old Lutheran migration, as discussed above, but they did not really explore networks of
family and friends. More Old Lutherans emigrated from the same villages, towns, and Kreise to
the same areas as previous emigrants, but we are not told if the newer emigrants were family
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members, neighbors, members of the same congregation, or if there was some other relationship.
Therefore, we cannot be sure if chain migration (people move to the same town or area as their
relatives) was happening or a network migration (people from the same town emigrate to the
same place), although certainly at the beginning, organized group migration was taking place.
Historical GIS
One tool available to study historical events such as the Old Lutheran emigration is
historical GIS (HGIS). According to Knowles (2002), geography studies differences in space
while history studies differences in time. HGIS is a tool that can be used to combine geography
and history to study change patterns over space and time. HGIS, however, has been a somewhat
controversial tool. In her review of the book History and GIS: Epistemologies, Considerations
and Reflections, Knowles (2014) points out four problems with HGIS: (1) scholars are not
familiar with each other’s works (and, therefore, are not aware of techniques that can be applied
in different spatial and temporal contexts), (2) there is a lack of guidance from graduate-level
faculty in both geography and history departments, (3) critics unfairly expect GIS to answer all
questions relating to spatial history instead of viewing it as just a valuable tool for interpreting
history and geography, and (4) there has not been a demonstrated link between HGIS theory and
GIS methods and analysis. The studies highlighted here cannot address all of these concerns, but
they will address the first point by showing how HGIS has been used by researchers studying
human migration.
McLeman et al. (2010) combine census data and climate data from 1926 to 1936 to
generate choropleth maps that show population change as well as heat maps showing
precipitation and mean maximum temperature for the Canadian Prairie Provinces. Migration is
shown by indicating, using bold borders, the townships that showed negative population change.
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A study of the migration pattern of peasants and hired farm workers in Russia and the
U.S.S.R. in the early twentieth century (Borodkin 2015) shows the migration of these people
through choropleth maps and flow maps. The choropleth maps indicate, through different shades
of green, the percent change in a net migration coefficient for twenty-nine regions while the flow
maps provide arrows of different thickness indicating the calculated structural out-migration
coefficient.
A third study examines population change in Germany since 1855 to determine whether
out-migration from the former East Germany was a temporary phenomenon or whether outmigration is a long-term trend (Sebastian and Zagheni 2014). Census data was used to create
choropleth maps to indicate population potential in three different years as well as the annual
change in population potential in six different time periods. Unique value symbology was also
used to show the year of the maximum population of each district in Germany.
Zambotti, Guan, and Gest (2015) reported on a web application created to show
immigration patterns. For example, the application can show the immigrants to and emigrants
from a specific country in a specific year (Saudi Arabia in 2013 was shown for both immigration
and emigration). The application can also show migration patterns for different years (migration
into North Dakota in 2009 and in 2013 was shown). The maps created for the article included
flow lines using great circle arcs. The arcs were color coded instead of proportionally widened to
illustrate the relative number of people each arc represents.
The favored map type in the above examples is the choropleth map. This study of the Old
Lutheran emigration will not use choropleth maps for two reasons: (1) populations of the
villages, cities, Kreise, and provinces could not be found; therefore, the percentage of Old
Lutheran emigrants to total population ratios could not be created, and (2) the maps created were
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color coded to show the different provinces of Prussia. Instead of choropleth maps, other
techniques will be used to determine patterns in the emigration: dot density, proportional symbol
and proportional symbol with pie chart, point density, aggregated points, and select by location.
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Chapter 2: Methods
This section describes the creation of the attribute table, the sources of the shapefiles, and
the creation of the base map that was used as the basis for the data analysis described in Chapter
3.
The Attribute Table
Without a data file of the Old Lutheran emigrants, the first step in mapping the Old
Lutheran emigration was to create an attribute table from Chapter XX of Iwan’s Die
Altlutherische Auswanderung um die Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts. Because Iwan counted more
than 7,000 emigrants, optical character recognition (OCR) was used to create a Microsoft Excel
file. Two English translations of Chapter XX (Iwan 2003b, 1-91; Smith 2004a, 2-51) were
scanned with three different scanners (Canon CanoScan 5600F with MP Navigator EX software,
Epson Stylus Photo RX500 with VueScan software, and Google Scan to Drive). The best
combination was Smith’s translation with the Canon scanner, which was used for the OCR scan
to create the Microsoft Excel standalone table.
The fields in the standalone table include last name, variations of last name, first name,
maiden name, age, relationship to head of family, occupation (primarily for the head of
household), year of emigration, city or village of origin, the Kreis of origin, province of origin,
and destination (mostly the country, but in some cases the state or city was specified). To this
table, more fields were added: Polish name, the latitude of the city or village, and the longitude.
The Polish name of cities and villages was added as a cross-check to make sure that the same
village was being referred to since all the Old Lutheran cities and villages in Posen, and many of
those in Pomerania and Silesia, are now in Poland. Since driving distances would not be
measured, the latitude and longitude were not checked to make sure that they referred to the
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centroid of a city or village; the coordinates found were assumed to be close enough for this
study.
Coordinates (latitude and longitude) were found through a variety of sources. The Getty
Thesaurus of Geographic Names Online (J. Paul Getty Trust n.d.) was consulted first. This only
provided coordinates for 172 of the 483 cities and villages (35.6%). None of the cities or villages
in what is now Poland were found in the Getty Thesaurus. Next, the online Meyers Gazetteer
(“Meyers Orts- Und Verkehrs-Lexikon Des Deutschen Reichs” n.d.) was searched. Meyers
Gazetteer doesn’t include coordinates, but the cities and villages are geocoded. By toggling off
the historical map, a Google map is revealed. By comparing the underlying Google Map to a new
window of Google Maps, it was possible to approximate the coordinates for five cities and
villages (1.0%). Kartenmeister (Krickham n.d.) was used to find the coordinates for 292 cities
and villages in what is now Poland (60.4%). Finally, the English, German, and Polish versions of
Wikipedia were consulted for the GeoHack coordinates. Wikipedia provided coordinates for 233
cities and villages (48.2%). There was some overlap of the various sources. The information
from the various sources was kept to verify that the coordinates matched fairly closely.
Some villages could not be found in the sources mentioned above. With these villages,
Meyers Gazetteer Online was consulted and maps with known villages in the same Kreis were
searched for villages with similar spelling. For example, the coordinates for Plastichow (Kreis
Kammin) were used for Platchow although it could not be verified that the villages are the same.
Shapefiles
Shapefiles are data models, or computer files, that contain a feature class composed of
points, lines, or polygons along with their attributes (Price 2016, 21). These files can be used by
a GIS to create drawings of villages, rivers, and state outlines, for example. For this study,
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shapefiles of German Kreise were downloaded for the years 1835 to 1854 (the time period of the
Old Lutheran emigration).
Shapefiles for Germany were found on The Mozaic Project website (“The Mosaic
Project” n.d.), which has downloadable shapefiles and some historic European census
information. Unfortunately, census information was not available for Prussia during the study
timeframe, which makes it impossible to do any analysis involving the percentage of Old
Lutherans to the overall population. The shapefiles include fields for Kreis and Regierungsbezirk
(a governmental district). Since layers for the Prussian provinces were required for the analysis, a
text field was added to the attribute table for province, and it was assumed that only the Prussian
provinces had Regierungsbezirke, and that non-Prussian states did not. Table 2-1 shows the
Regierungsbezirke that were used to populate the province field.
Creating the Base Map
To display properly, the shapefile was imported into ArcGIS with a WGS 1984 UTM
Zone 33N coordinate system and a Transverse Mercator projection. (Zone 33N was chosen
because a preliminary study indicated that nearly all cities and villages would be within Zone
33N). A National Geographic World Map was used as the base map. Before any further
processing, when added to an ArcGIS map, the shapefile displays all the counties of the German
Union or German Confederation (see Figure 2-1).
To display the Prussian provinces, the layer’s symbology was changed. The “unique
values” category was chosen, the “Province” value field was chosen, a Color Ramp was chosen
that would not be misinterpreted as a choropleth map, and All Values were added. See Figure 2-2
for the layer properties dialog box and Figure 2-3 for the resulting map.
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Table 2-1: Prussian provinces, their associated Regierungsbezirke, and the code used by
The Mosaic Project

Province
Brandenburg
East Prussia
Pomerania
Posen
Rhine Province
Saxony
Silesia
West Prussia
Westphalia

Regierungsbezirk
Berlin (BER)
Potsdam (POT)
Gumbinnen (GUM)
Köslin (KOS)
Stralsund (STR)
Bromberg (BRO)
Aachen (AAC)
Düsseldorf (DUS)
Trier (TRI)
Erfurt (ERF)
Merseburg (MER)
Breslau (BRE)
Oppeln (OPP)
Danzig (DAN)
Arnsberg (ARN)
Münster (MUN)

Frankfurt (FRA)
Königsberg (KON)
Stettin (STE)
Posen (POS)
Cologne (KOL)
Koblenz (KOL)
Magdeburg (MAG)
Liegnitz (LIE)
Marienwerder (MAR)
Minden (MIN)

Figure 2-1: Map of Prussia showing default shapefile (with Kreis boundaries).
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Figure 2-2: Provinces layer properties.

Figure 2-3: The provinces of Prussia (the beige area is the rest of the German Union).
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The beige area in Figure 2-3 is that part of the German Union that was not part of Prussia
between 1835 and 1854. To make it more obvious that this isn’t part of Prussia, the Symbology
dialog box was opened for the layer’s properties (Figure 2-4) and the Symbol Selector dialog for
the German Union was opened (Figure 2-5). In the Symbol Selector dialog box, the default
Outline Width was changed to 0. This removes the Kreis boundaries from the German Union
area and leaves Kreis boundaries in Prussia, thus distinguishing the two areas.

Figure 2-4: Layer Properties dialog box.
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Figure 2-5: The Symbol Selector dialog box showing 0
for the outline width.

Finally, in the Labels tab of the Layer Properties dialog box, “Label features in this layer”
was selected, an appropriate font size was chosen (Figure 2-6), and then, in the Placement
Properties dialog box, “Remove duplicate labels” was selected (Figure 2-7).

Figure 2-6: Labels tab of the Label Properties dialog box.
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Figure 2-7: Placement Properties dialog box.

After all of this manipulation, the final base layer looks like Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8: Final base map of Prussian provinces with the rest of the German
Union (in beige).
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Lusatia
A group of Slavic people called Wends make up a high percentage of the people of a
cultural region called Lusatia. A number of the Wends were Old Lutherans. Since a shapefile for
Lusatia wasn’t found, one was created. A Wikipedia article mentioned a number of historic and
important Lusatian towns and villages, such as Bautzen, Cottbus, Görlitz, Hoyerswerda, Lubań,
Żary, and Zittau (“Lusatia” 2019). The Kreise of these towns and villages were identified6 and a
shapefile was created by selecting these Kreise from the Mosaic Project shapefile’s attribute
table. These Kreise were dissolved to form a shapefile of the approximate extent of Lusatia
(Figure 2-9).

Figure 2-9: Final base map of Prussian provinces and the rest of the German Union
along with the approximate extent of Lusatia.

6

The Kreise are Guben, Kalau, Kottbus, Lubben, Luckau, Sorau, and Spremberg in Brandenburg; Hoyerswerde,
Görlitz, Lauban, and Rothenburg in Silesia; and Bautzen and Zittau in the Kingdom of Saxony.
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Chapter 3: Results
Data Sources
As mentioned in the previous chapter, an electronic dataset of the Old Lutheran emigrants
could not be found so one was created. Fortunately, several sources were found for both the
cities and villages of origin (places) as well as the destinations. Iwan’s list of Old Lutherans
(Smith’s translation) was the primary source for the places from which the emigrants left (Smith
2004, 2-52). Iwan’s original work and another translation of Iwan were used to verify and try to
correct inconsistencies between translations (Iwan 1943, 241-296; Iwan 2003b, 1-91). These
sources indicated destinations for some of the emigrants, but they were supplemented with
information about immigrants to New York (Camann 1991, 103-119; Camann 1997, 16-29) and
Wisconsin (Boehlke and Silldorff 2010, 33-100).
The dataset (a standalone table) used here includes information for 6,911 individuals, but
it is impossible to determine the actual number of emigrants. Sometimes Iwan mentioned a
father’s name “and family.” Without more exhaustive genealogical research, it cannot be
determined how many people were in the family. In these cases, it was assumed that the family
size was four, although it quite possibly was more. Some families left Prussia without indicating
that they were leaving for religious reasons—it was easier to get an exit application approved
that way. After 1845, it was no longer necessary to indicate religious reasoning on exit
applications (Iwan 2003a, 210), and even after 1854 there still may have been Old Lutherans
emigrating.
Varying amounts of information are available for the individuals in the dataset. The
province of origin is known for the highest number of emigrants (96.7%), the Kreis is known for
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fewer (93.1%), and the city or village of origin is known for only 87.7 % of the emigrants (Table
3-1).
Table 3-1: Number and percentage of Old Lutheran emigrants for which we know their origins
and destination

Data
Province of origin is
known
Kreis of origin is known
City or village of origin is
known
Destination is known

Number

Percent

6,685

96.7

6,434

93.1

6,063

87.7

6,684

96.7

The Old Lutherans who emigrated were the minority of the Prussian Old Lutherans. In
1830, the Old Lutheran emigrants accounted for 8.2% of the total of Old Lutherans in Prussia. In
1845, the emigrants accounted for 27.3% of the total, and in 1860, emigrants were 14.1% of the
total of Old Lutherans (Iwan 1943, 301). As Iwan notes, the number of Old Lutherans was
18,644 in 1845 but was 50,517 in 1860. Old Lutherans were increasing in number, but Iwan
didn’t suggest any reason for the increase.
This study will attempt to answer the following questions regarding the Old Lutheran
emigration. Where did the Old Lutherans come from? Can emigration hotspots or clusters be
determined? Where did the Old Lutherans go? Can the destinations be correlated to the places of
origin? Did rivers act as physical barriers, thereby influencing who went where? Can chain
migration be demonstrated?
The question of where the Old Lutheran emigrants came from can be viewed from
several viewpoints: province, Kreis, and place (city or village). The migration will be examined
across several time periods: overall emigration, 1835-39, 1840-43, 1844-48, and 1849-54. These
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time periods were chosen because the first wave of emigration was in 1838 and 1839, the year
with the heaviest migration was 1843, and 1848 was the year of revolution (Breuilly 2001, 273).
Provinces
To determine the extent of the Old Lutheran emigration, all cities and villages of the Old
Lutheran emigrants were mapped (Figure 3-1). The westernmost provinces (Westphalia and the
Rhine Province or Rhineland) as well as the easternmost provinces (East Prussia and West
Prussia) were not involved in the Old Lutheran emigration from Prussia. Only the provinces of
Brandenburg, Pomerania, Posen, Saxony, and Silesia were involved.

Figure 3-1: Map of Prussia showing the locations of the cities and villages of origin
for the emigrating Old Lutherans.

In Table 3-2, it can be seen that the number of Old Lutheran emigrants in each of the first
three time periods (1835-39, 1840-44, and 1845-48) stays in the 1,700 to 2,100 emigrants range.
In the last time period (1849-54), the number of emigrants dropped significantly to 833. This
does not follow the pattern of all emigrants leaving German lands during the same time period.
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Lee (2001, 75) shows that the number of emigrants from Germany kept increasing for each fiveyear period during the Old Lutheran emigration (1835-39: 94,000; 1840-44: 110,600; 1845-49:
308,200; 1850-54: 728,300).
Table 3-2: Number of Old Lutheran emigrants from each province in each of the time periods

Province/
Region
Brandenburg
Hamburg
Pomerania
Posen
Saxony
Silesia
Total

1835-39

1840-43

1844-48

1849-54

Total

479
—
638
231
315
362
2,025

662
4
839
11
33
183
1,732

709
—
735
339
—
312
2,095

173
—
—
129
—
531
833

2,023
4
2,212
710
348
1,388
6,685

Note. Hamburg was not a province; it was an independent city/state. It is included, in part, because an Old
Lutheran pastor, Gotthard Fritzsche, was engaged to a woman and emigrated with her and her mother
(Iwan 2003b, 31).

Also from Table 3-2, as well as the proportional symbol maps in Figures 3-2 to 3-6, it can
be seen that the emigration was strongest in Brandenburg and Pomerania (both with more than
2,000 emigrants) and weakest in Posen and Saxony, both of which had fewer than 1,000
emigrants. From 1835 to 1839 the emigration was strong in all the provinces (between 200 and
650 emigrants), but the number of emigrants was highest in Pomerania with 638 emigrants
(Figure 3-3). From 1839 to 1843, the emigration was very strong in Brandenburg (662
emigrants) and Pomerania (839 emigrants), but extremely weak in Posen and Saxony with 11
emigrants for the former and 33 emigrants for the latter (Figure 3-4). From 1844 to 1848, the
number of emigrants from Brandenburg and Posen hit record levels (709 for Brandenburg and
339 for Posen), with the migration still strong in Pomerania with 735 emigrants. However,
Saxony no longer factored in the emigration after 1843 (Figure 3-5). In the final time period
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(1849-54), Pomerania no longer was a factor and the only province with a moderate emigration
was Silesia with 531 emigrants (Figure 3-6).

Figure 3-2: Number of Old Lutherans from each province from 1835 to 1854.
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Figure 3-3: Number of Old Lutherans from each province from 1835 to 1839.

Figure 3-4: Number of Old Lutherans from each province from 1840 to 1843.
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Figure 3-5: Number of Old Lutherans from each province from 1844 to 1848.

Figure 3-6: Number of Old Lutherans from each province from 1849 to 1854.
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Kreise
Kreise (singular, Kreis) are administrative districts between the province level and the
city or village level. Therefore, a Kreis is somewhat analogous to an American county. When
genealogists look for their ancestral city or village, a Kreis is also needed because many cities
and villages occur in different Kreise within the same province and in other provinces.
Looking at the previous province maps, one might infer that the Old Lutheran emigration
was dispersed throughout Brandenburg, Pomerania, Posen, Saxony, and Silesia. This, however,
is not the case. As we see in Table 3-3, only 31.5% of the counties in these provinces contributed
(from a low of 19.5% of the Kreise in Saxony to a high of 43.8% in Brandenburg).
Table 3-3: Number and percentage of Kreise contributing to the Old Lutheran emigration

Brandenburg
Pomerania
Posen
Saxony
Silesia
Total

Number of Old
Lutheran Kreise
14
10
9
8
17
58

Total Number
of Kreise
32
26
26
41
59
184

Percent of Old
Lutheran Kreise
43.8
38.5
34.6
19.5
28.8
31.5

To look at the Old Lutheran migration from the perspective of the Kreise, proportional
symbol maps were created to determine the Kreise involved in the emigration and the relative
number of people who emigrated from those Kreise. Choropleth maps were specifically not used
because proportional data wasn’t used. In other words, census data could not be found to
determine the proportion of Old Lutheran emigrants to the total population of each Kreis.
As we saw in Figure 3-2, more emigrants came from Pomerania than any other province.
Therefore, it is no surprise that four of the Kreise with the most emigrants are from Pomerania:
Kammin (812 emigrants), Naugard (297), Greifenberg (268), and Usedom-Wollin (245) (Table
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3-4), but no Pomeranian Kreis contributed to the emigration in 1849-54, according to available
data. The next province in terms of number of Old Lutheran emigrants was Brandenburg.
Brandenburg, too, had three Kreise in the list of the top 10 Kreise: Züllichau-Schwiebus (734
emigrants), Prenzlau (674), and Angermünde (212). Of these Kreise, none was involved in the
1835-39 time period and only Züllichau-Schwiebus was involved in the 1849-54 time period.
Finally, Rothenburg, Silesia contributed more emigrants than all but three Kreise, with all but
one person leaving in 1849-54. Table 3-4 and Figures 3-7 to 3-11 show this information.
Cities and Villages
The places of origin of the Old Lutheran emigration were spread throughout much of the
central region of Prussia and included 462 cities and villages, as seen in Figure 3-1. Figure 3-12
shows a map that focuses on the central Prussian provinces from which the Old Lutherans
emigrated (Brandenburg, Pomerania, Posen, Saxony, and Silesia).
The next four maps show the places of origin of Old Lutheran emigrants for the time
periods of 1835-39 (Figure 3-13), 1840-43 (Figure 3-14), 1844-48 (Figure 3-15), and 1849-54
(Figure 3-16). Between 1835 and 1839, most places of origin associated with the emigration
were clustered in north central Pomerania (especially Kreis Kammin) and southeast Brandenburg
(Kreis Züllichau). In Saxony and Silesia, the cities and villages were spread out widely (Figure
3-13).
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Table 3-4: Kreise with most Old Lutheran emigrants

Top 10
Kreise
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1835-39
(Kreis,
Province,
emigrants)
Kammin,
Pomerania,
368

1840-43
(Kreis,
Province,
emigrants)
Prenzlau,
Brandenburg,
386

1844-48
(Kreis,
Province,
emigrants)
Prenzlau,
Brandenburg,
288

1849-54
Total
(Kreis,
(Kreis,
Province,
Province,
emigrants)
emigrants)
Rothenburg,
Kammin,
Silesia,
Pomerania,
442
872
ZüllichauZüllichauMeseritz,
Kammin,
Kammin,
Schwiebus,
Schwiebus,
Posen,
Pomerania,
Pomerania,
Brandenburg, Brandenburg,
144
323
181
167
734
Erfurt,
Greigenhagen,
Naugard,
Bomst,
Prenzlau,
Saxony,
Pomerania,
Pomerania,
Posen,
Brandenburg,
108
125
174
90
674
Greifenberg,
Naugard,
Randow,
Hoyerswerda, Rothenburg,
Pomerania,
Pomerania,
Pomerania,
Silesia,
Silesia,
105
110
136
87
443
Merseburg,
Greifenberg, Angermünde,
Meseritz,
Naugard,
Saxony,
Pomerania,
Brandenburg,
Posen,
Pomerania,
101
99
123
31
297
ZüllichauBerlin,
Liegnitz,
Posen,
Greifenberg,
Schweibus,
Brandenburg,
Silesia,
Posen,
Pomerania,
Brandenburg,
88
121
8
268
94
UsedomUsedomBirnbaum,
Angermünde,
Oberbarnim,
Wollin,
Wollin,
Posen,
Brandenburg,
Brandenburg,
Pomerania,
Pomerania,
74
89
4
93
245
ZüllichauBreslau,
Grünberg,
Lebus,
Meseritz,
Schwiebus,
Silesia,
Silesia,
Brandenburg,
Posen,
Brandenburg,
70
87
2
216
93
UsedomMagdeburg,
Freistadt,
Sagan,
Angermünde,
Wollin,
Saxony,
Silesia,
Silesia,
Brandenburg,
Pomerania,
55
70
2
212
84
Öls,
Regenwalde,
Greifenberg,
Liegnitz,
Silesia,
Pomerania,
Pomerania,
—
Silesia,
55
80
64
182
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Figure 3-7: Number of emigrants from each Kreis, 1835-54.

Figure 3-8: Number of emigrants from each Kreis, 1835-39.
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Figure 3-9: Number of emigrants from each Kreis, 1840-43.

Figure 3-10: Number of emigrants from each Kreis, 1844-48.
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Figure 3-11: Number of emigrants from each Kreis, 1849-54.

Figure 3-12: Detailed map showing the Prussian provinces with locations of the
places from which Old Lutherans migrated.
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Kreis Kammin

Kreis Züllichau

Figure 3-13: Origins of the Old Lutherans who emigrated between 1835 and 1839.

Kreis Prenzlau

Kreis Angermünde

Figure 3-14: Origins of the Old Lutherans who emigrated between 1840 and 1843.
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From 1844-48, more Pomeranian places became involved in the emigration, especially
villages in Kreis Randow (across the border from Kreis Prenzlau and Kreis Angermünde). In
Brandenburg, more places in Prenzlau and Angermünde saw emigrants leave as did more origins
between Berlin and Angermünde. Places in the northwest of Brandenburg became involved in
the emigration, as did places in the southeast (especially Kreis Krossen and Kreis Sorau). In
Silesia, the origins involved were in the northwest and around Liegnitz (Figure 3-15).

Kreis Randow

Berlin
Kreis Krossen

Kreis Sorau
Kreis Liegnitz

Figure 3-15: Origins of the Old Lutherans who emigrated between 1844 and 1848.

The number of cities and villages contributing to the emigration greatly decreased
between 1849 and 1854. Only a few cities and villages were involved in Brandenburg (near
Berlin and Züllichau). Neither Pomerania nor Saxony were involved during this time period
while a few places in western Posen were involved along with several places in western Silesia.
Almost all of the villages from Silesia were from the region of Lusatia, so most, if not all, of
those emigrants were Wends (Figure 3-16).
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Figure 3-16: Origins of the Old Lutherans who emigrated between 1849 and 1854.

In Table 3-5 it can be seen that Pomerania had more places involved in the emigration in
1835-39 and 1840-43, but the province with the highest number of places in 1844-48 switched to
Brandenburg, and in 1849-54 the province with the highest number of villages switched, again—
to Silesia.
Table 3-5: Number of places of origin in each province during four time periods

Time
Period
Total
Brandenburg Pomerania
1835-39
153
29
56
1840-43
162*
51*
79
1844-48
189
80
59
1849-54
73
4
—
*Includes 4 emigrants from Hamburg.

Posen
10
5
7
19

Saxony
13
4
—
—

Silesia
45
23
44
51

For a breakdown of the number of places of origin for each year, see Table 3-6. Note that
there are no places of origin listed for 1842. This is not because there were no emigrants that
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year, but Iwan did not provide information about where the emigrants came from for that year
(Iwan 2003b, 32).
Table 3-6: Number of origins in each province during each year

Year
Total
Brandenburg* Pomerania
1835
2
—
—
1836
3
—
—
1837
12
—
10
1838
48
28
—
1839
102
2
54
1840
11
—
—
1841
27
13
—
1842
—
—
—
1843
122*
38*
78
1844
53
30
7
1845
59
23
21
1846
76
34
38
1847
22
10
2
1848
16
1
1
1849
8
—
7
1850
7
1
—
1851
4
—
—
1852
4
2
—
1853
12
1
—
1854
48
—
—
*Includes 4 emigrants from Hamburg.

Posen
—
—
—
10
—
—
5
—
—
2
3
1
1
1
—
6
3
1
2
4

Saxony
—
—
—
10
13
1
—
—
3
—
—
—
—
—
1
—
—
—
—
—

Silesia
2
3
2
—
33
10
9
—
3
14
12
3
9
13
—
—
1
1
9
44

Annual maps of the origins are provided in the Appendix. The map from 1842 (Figure A8) shows emigrants from the city of Cammin in Kreis Kammin. However, we don't know what
their origin was, other than Kreis Kammin. And, while Posen was never a large source of origins,
in 1839, all but one of the places of origin (87%) came from Posen (Figure A-5). Finally, almost
all emigration in 1853 (75%) and 1854 (89%) came from the Lusatia region (Figure A-19).
The figures shown so far only show the extent of the places of origin of the Old Lutheran
emigration. They do not show the relative importance of one place of origin as compared to
others. To show this, the proportional symbol maps in Figures 3-17 to 3-21 were created by
summarizing the attribute table on the Towns field for each time period. Figure 3-17 shows the
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relative number of emigrants from each village for the entire emigration, Figure 3-18 shows
1835-39, Figure 3-19 shows 1840-43, Figure 3-20 shows 1844-48, and Figure 3-21 shows 184954. Effort was made to try to keep the size of the proportional symbols fairly close from one
figure to the next.

Figure 3-17: Relative number of emigrants from each place of origin.
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Figure 3-18: Proportional symbol map indicating the relative number of emigrants
from each place of origin from 1835 to 1839.

Figure 3-19: Relative number of emigrants from each place of origin from 1840 to
1843.
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Figure 3-20: Relative number of emigrants from each place of origin from 1844 to
1848.

Figure 3-21: Relative number of emigrants from each place of origin from 1849 to
1854.
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Because the points of origin don’t change, the clusters observed with point symbols and
with proportional symbols are the same. However, the proportional symbols magnify the
importance of those clusters identified with point symbols (i.e., central Pomerania, nothern and
southeastern Brandenburg, and western Silesia).
A different way of displaying this information is to use point density maps to show the
areas of highest concentration of the Old Lutheran emigrants. This was done by running the point
density spatial analyst tool on the attribute tables created for the proportional symbol maps.
Figures 3-22 to 3-26 show the same information as the previous five maps using point density
mapping. Unlike the proportional scale maps, these maps indicate the areas of highest
concentration of Old Lutheran emigrants, which essentially are the same areas as indicated by
the point and proportional symbol maps. A classified symbology was used with 8 classes using a
color ramp of green to red shading. The green to red shading was used because it would be easy
for someone who has seen a television weather report to figure out that red would be the area of
highest density. The lowest density was indicated with no color to allow the background map to
show. Figure 3-22 does a better job of showing that the highest concentration of emigrants came
from north central Pomerania, northern and southeastern Brandenburg, and western Silesia. The
highest concentration of the Old Lutheran emigrants in 1835-39 came from north central
Pomerania and southeastern Brandenburg (Figure 3-23); in 1840-43 the highest concentrations
were again from north central Pomerania and northern Brandenburg (Figure 3-24); in 1844-48
the highest concentration came from northern Brandenburg (Figure 3-25); and in 1849-54 the
highest concentration was in western Silesia (Figure 3-26).
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Figure 3-22: Point density map showing the areas of highest concentration of Old
Lutheran emigrants from 1835 to 1854.

Figure 3-23: Point density map showing the areas of highest concentration of Old
Lutheran emigrants from 1835 to 1839.
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Figure 3-24: Point density map showing the areas of highest concentration of Old
Lutheran emigrants from 1840 to 1843.

Figure 3-25: Point density map showing the areas of highest concentration of Old
Lutheran emigrants from 1844 to 1848.
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Figure 3-26: Point density map showing the areas of highest concentration of Old
Lutheran emigrants from 1848 to 1854.

Where Did the Old Lutherans Go?
The previous maps show the origins of the Old Lutheran emigrants. They show where the
places that they came from were, they give us an idea of how many people came from each of
those origins, and they show where the highest concentrations of the Old Lutherans who emigrated
were. But, where did the Old Lutheran emigrants go?
Provinces
In Table 3-7 and Figure 3-27, we see that for the entire emigration period the Old
Lutherans went to New York, Texas, Wisconsin, Australia, Russia, and unnamed places in
America. Everyone from Posen emigrated to Australia (Posen was the only province in which
the emigrants to Australia outnumbered those going to America), everyone from Saxony
emigrated to America, and all but 1.1% of emigrants from Pomerania went to America.
Unfortunately, it is hard to make conclusions about the states in America that the emigrants went
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to because of the large number of those for whom the state that they went to has not yet been
identified (2,888 emigrants or 42.7%).
Table 3-7: Known destinations of Old Lutheran emigrants by province: 1835-54
America
(unknown
state)
New York
Texas
Wisconsin
America
Australia
Russia
Total

Brandenburg

Hamburg

Pomerania

Posen

Saxony

Silesia

Total

n

582

3

1,613

0

336

354

2,888

%

28.7%

75.0%

70.2%

0.0%

96.6%

25.6%

42.7%

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n

566
27.9%
14
0.7%
13
0.6%
1,175
57.9%
855
42.1%
0
0.0%
2,030

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
3
75.0%
1
25.0%
0
0.0%
4

297
12.9%
0
0.0%
363
15.8%
2,273
98.9%
25
1.1%
0
0.0%
2,298

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
710
100.0%
0
0.0%
710

3
0.9%
0
0.0%
9
2.6%
348
100.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
348

5
0.4%
515
37.3%
48
3.5%
922
66.8%
445
32.2%
14
1.0%
1,381

871
12.9%
529
7.8%
433
6.4%
4,721
69.7%
2,036
30.1%
14
0.2%
6,771

Figure 3-27: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by province: 1835-54.
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For the first emigration period, 1835-39 (Table 3-8 and Figure 3-28), we see that the
province with the highest percentage of emigrants known to go to Wisconsin (36.7%) was
Pomerania and 80% of the emigrants from Brandenburg went to Australia. The most diverse
destinations came from Silesia with emigrants going to America (including Wisconsin),
Australia, and Russia.
Table 3-8: Known destinations of Old Lutheran emigrants by province: 1835-39

America
(unknown
state)
New York
Texas
Wisconsin
America
Australia
Russia
Total

n

Brandenburg Pomerania
92
374

Posen
0

Saxony
303

Silesia
275

Total
1,044

%

19.2%

58.6%

0.0%

96.2%

76.0%

51.6%

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
92
19.2%
387
80.8%
0
0.0%
479

6
0.9%
0
0.0%
233
36.5%
613
96.1%
25
3.9%
0
0.0%
638

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
231
100.0%
0
0.0%
231

3
1.0%
0
0.0%
9
2.9%
315
100.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
315

5
1.4%
0
0.0%
24
6.6%
304
84.0%
44
12.2%
14
3.9%
362

14
0.7%
0
0.0%
266
13.1%
1,324
65.4%
687
33.9%
14
0.7%
2,025

Between 1840 and 1843 (Table 3-9 and Figure 3-29), it can be seen that half of the
emigrants from Brandenburg have been identified as going to New York while 84.5% in total
went to America. Except for three emigrants who went to Russia, all of the Pomeranian
emigrants from this period went to America (11.6% are known to have gone to New York and
14.6 % are known to have gone to Wisconsin).
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Figure 3-28: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by province: 1835-39.
Table 3-9: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by province: 1840-43
America
(unknown
state)
New York
Texas
Wisconsin
America
Australia
Russia
Total

Brandenburg

Hamburg

Pomerania

Posen

Saxony

Silesia

Total

n

207

3

616

0

33

61

920

%

30.9%
351
52.5%
0
0.0%
9
1.3%
567
84.8%
102
15.2%
0
0.0%
669

75.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
3
75.0%
1
25.0%
0
0.0%
4

73.5%
97
11.6%
0
0.0%
122
14.6%
835
99.6%
0
0.0%
3
0.4%
838

34.7%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
24
13.6%
85
48.3%
91
51.7%
0
0.0%
176

53.1%
448
25.9%
0
0.0%
155
9.0%
1,523
88.0%
205
11.8%
3
0.2%
1,731

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n

53

0.0% 100.0%
0
0
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0.0%
0.0%
0
33
0.0% 100.0%
11
0
100.0% 0.0%
0
0
0.0%
0.0%
11
33

Figure 3-29: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by province: 1840-43.

The percentage of emigrants from Brandenburg who were destined for Australia
increased from 15.2% in 1840-43 to 28.1% in 1844-48 (Table 3-10 and Figure 3-30). All
emigrants from Pomerania were again going to America, but only 1.1% have been identified as
going to Wisconsin (down from 14.6% in 1840-43). During this time period, Saxony no longer
was sending Old Lutheran emigrants to any other country. In Silesia, during this time, the first
Old Lutheran emigrants to go to Texas left Prussia.
There were two significant characteristics to the emigration period 1849-54: Pomeranians
no longer emigrated and nearly all emigrants from Silesia went to Texas (Table 3-11 and Figure
3-31).
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Table 3-10: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by province: 1844-48
Brandenburg Pomerania
America
(unknown
state)
New York
Texas
Wisconsin
America
Australia
Russia
Total

Posen

Saxony

Silesia

Total

n

279

623

0

0

17

919

%

39.4%

84.8%

0.0%

0.0%

5.4%

43.9%

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n

213
30.0%
14
2.0%
4
0.6%

104
14.1%
0
0.0%
8
1.1%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
6
1.9%
0
0.0%

317
15.1%
20
1.0%
12
0.6%

510
71.9%
199
28.1%
0
0.0%

735
100.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
339
100.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

23
7.4%
289
92.6%
0
0.0%

1,268
60.5%
827
39.5%
0
0.0%

709

735

339

0

312

2,095

Figure 3-30: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by province: 1844-48.
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Table 3-11: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by province: 1849-54

Brandenburg Pomerania
America
(unknown
state)
New York
Texas
Wisconsin
America
Australia
Russia
Total

Posen

Saxony

Silesia

Total

n

4

0

0

0

1

5

%

2.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.2%

0.6%

n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n
%
n

2
1.2%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
509
95.9%
0
0.0%

2
0.2%
509
61.1%
0
0.0%

6
3.5%
167
96.5%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
129
100.0%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

510
96.0%
21
4.0%
0
0.0%

516
61.9%
317
38.1%
0
0.0%

173

0

129

0

531

833

Figure 3-31: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by province: 1849-54.
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Kreise
The following figures at the Kreis level give a better picture of where the Old Lutherans
came from and where they went than the previous tables and figures that give province
information. We can see (in Figure 3-32) that the majority of the emigrants who are known to
have gone to Wisconsin came from the north central Kreise in Pomerania. Most of the emigrants
who went to Texas were from western Silesia and southern Brandenburg, in the Lusatia region.

Figure 3-32: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by Kreis: 1835-54.

From 1835 to 1839, almost all of the emigration to Australia came from ZüllichauSchwiebus in southeastern Brandenburg (Figure 3-33). The emigrants from the Saxon cities of
Erfurt, Madgeburg, and Merseburg went to America. The Lusatian emigrants came primarily
from Hoyerswerde in western Silesia and went to America (including Wisconsin).
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Magdeburg

Merseburg
Erfurt

Hoyerswerda

Figure 3-33: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by Kreis: 1835-39.

Emigration from Züllichau-Schwiebus to Australia continued in 1840-43 (Figure 3-34)
and spilled over into Grünberg to the south in Silesia. Emigration to America continued in
Hoyerswerda in Silesia, and in north central Pomerania. In northern Brandenburg, emigration
started to America, especially to New York from Kreis Prenzlau (as well as neighboring
Angermünde, also in Brandenburg, and Randow, in Pomerania).
Most of the same Kreise were involved in the emigration from 1844 to 1849, with the
same destinations (Figure 3-35). Notable for this time period, however, is the addition of Kreise
from central Silesia, specifically, Kreis Liegnitz, whose Old Lutherans voyaged to Australia.
And, in the final time period, 1849-54, emigrants from Züllichau-Schwiebus again went to
Australia, while emigrants from Hoyerswerda again went to America (Figure 3-36). The
significant contribution in 1849 to 1854, however, was from Rothenburg, the Kreis east of
Hoyerswerda. Although from 1844 to 1849 Hoyerswerda’s emigrants are known to have gone to
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America, in 1849-54, emigrants from both Hoyerswerda and Rothenburg are reported to have
emigrated to America with almost all of those from Rothenburg emigrating to Texas.

Figure 3-34: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by Kreis: 1840-43.

Figure 3-35: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by Kreis: 1844-48.
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Rothenburg

Figure 3-36: Known destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants, by Kreis: 1849-54.

Issues Related to Old Lutheran Origins and Destinations
Is There a Line Separating Origins and Destinations?
It has been shown that most of the Old Lutheran emigrants went to either America or
Australia. But can it be shown that there is a line where on one side emigrants went to America
and on the other side emigrants went to Australia? To determine whether there was such a line,
the aggregate points tool (ArcGIS) was used to determine the general extent of the areas from
which emigrants left for America and for Australia (using an aggregation distance of 25 miles).
Comparing the polygons created, it can be seen that all emigrants from Posen went to America
and all emigrants from Saxony went to Australia, as would be expected based on previous
analyses.
Areas in Brandenburg, Pomerania, and Silesia can be seen from which emigrants left for
both America and Australia (Figure 3-37). The areas of southeast Brandenburg/northern Silesia
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(Kreise Krossen, Sorau, Sagan, Freistadt, and Grünberg), western Silesia (Kreise Hoyerswerda
and Rothenburg), and north central Silesia (Kreise Glogau, Luben, and Liegnitz) are 35 to 50
miles from each other. The area in north central Pomerania (Kreis Kammin), however, was quite
a distance from the others (more than 130 miles from Kreis Krossen). The emigration to both
America and Australia from north central Pomerania occurred in 1835-39 (Figure 3-38). A very
small overlap of emigrants to both America and Australia occurred in northern Silesia from
1835-39. While Figure 3-37 shows that Old Lutherans emigrated to both America and Australia
from four regions over the entire emigration period, between 1840 and 1848, emigrants from
each region settled in either one country or the other (Figures 3-39 and 3-40).

Figure 3-37: Areas of overlapping known destinations (America and Australia), 1835-54.
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Figure 3-38: Areas of overlapping known destinations (America and Australia), 1835-39.

Figure 3-39: Areas of overlapping known destinations (America and Australia), 1840-43.
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Figure 3-40: Areas of overlapping known destinations (America and Australia), 1844-48.

The final years of the emigration saw emigrants from a small portion of Lusatia leaving
for both America and Australia (Figure 3-41). It is possible that these people were Wends; it is
known that Wends emigrated to Texas and Australia (Nielson 1977). However, the connection
between the Old Lutherans and the Wends needs to be investigated further.
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Figure 3-41: Areas of overlapping known destinations (America and Australia), 1849-54.

Were Rivers a Physical Barrier, Determining Who Went Where?
To determine whether rivers may have been a physical barrier determining whether some
Old Lutherans went to America and those on the other side went to Australia, several shapefiles
were downloaded from the Natural Eath website: “Coastline” (Natural Earth 2019a) and “Rivers
+ lakes centerlines,” including the “European supplement” (Natural Earth 2019b). All files were
downloaded at the 1:10,000,000 scale. Then, pie charts for the Kreise were added to the map
(Figure 3-42).7
Visual inspection of Figure 3-42 reveals that rivers systems in Prussia were not physical
barriers seperating emigrants who went to America from those who went to Australia. All the
Old Lutherans from the Elbe River and its tributaries went to America. Since the Elbe drains

7

Figure 3-42 is the same as Figure 3-32 except that the “Vary size using a field: Total” was changed to “Fixed size.”
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Saxony and western Lusatia, this result confirms results seen previously. Along the Oder, from
the Baltic Sea to about the confluence with the Luzicka Nisa, emigrants almost entirely left for
America. Along the Warta, a tributary of the Oder farther north than the Luzicka Nisa, emigrants
emigrated almost entirely to Australia. Again, this is expected from previous analyses because
the Warta goes through Posen. Along the Spree and Oder in south and southeast Brandenburg as
well as in northern Silesia, Old Lutherans left for Australia; however, nearest the source of these
rivers, emigrants went to America. It seems unlikely, therefore, that rivers had any kind of
influence on where the Old Lutheran emigrants ended up.

Figure 3-42: Rivers and the Old Lutheran emigration destinations, 1835-54.

Rivers were, however, important to the emigrants in the early years of the emigration
because they were used for transportation. Iwan (2003a, 78), for example, told of a group of
emigrants in 1838 who traveled by riverboat on the Oder to the Elbe to get to Hamburg. Camann
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(1991, 34) told of another group of emigrants who travelled the same route in 1843. The group
from 1843 travelled 15 miles by wagon to get to the river.
Since the waterways were so important for the transportation of the Old Lutheran
emigrants, how close were the cities and villages associated with the emigration to the major
rivers of Prussia? “Select by location” queries in ArcGIS were conducted with search distances
of 15 miles (Figure 3-43) and 20 miles (Figure 3-44). The results in the figures and in Table 3-12
indicate that a high percentage of the cities and villages from which the Old Lutheran emigrants
came were near a substantial river (83.1 % within 15 miles and 93.5% within 20 miles).

Figure 3-43: Cities and villages within 15 miles of a river, 1835-54.
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Figure 3-44: Cities and villages within 20 miles of a river, 1835-54.
Table 3-12: Percentage of cities and villages near rivers

Range
15 miles
20 miles

Villages within
range
384
432

Total number of
villages
462
462

Percent of villages
within the distance
83.1%
93.5%

Can Chain Migration be Shown Among the Old Lutherans?
The early Old Lutheran emigration was an organized group migration. Iwan (2003a, 90)
states that King Friedrich Wilhelm III issued a royal order that stated that groups of Old
Lutherans would not be able to emigrate without a pastor and, furthermore, quotes from the
minutes of a meeting of Old Lutheran emigrants (Iwan 2003a, 103): “From the available means
in the community fund, which have been made available to the entire congregation as loans on a
free-will basis, transportation to New York…will be paid for all members…. A small sum
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remains, so that we can take along some poor families as well.” But did any of these early
emigrants have an influence on future emigrants by starting a chain migration?
Figure 3-45 shows possible chain migration among the emigrants from Kreis Kammin
(in central Pomerania on the Baltic coast). This map was created by searching for the surnames
in Kreis Kammin that appeared in a different city or village in a different year. The arrows point
from the original year to the village of a future year, which shows that it is possible to map chain
migration. But there are shortcomings to mapping these chains. First, the surnames may not
indicate family members. Genealogical research needs to be done to determine family
connections in order to more accurately show chain migration among families. Second, the map
doesn’t indicate those cities and villages from which people with the same surname left in more
than one year. Third, this map does not show network migration—which cities and villages
emigrants (primarily without the same surname) came from in more than one year.

Figure 3-45: Possible chain migration from one village to another in different years
for Kreis Kammin (Pomerania).
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Chapter 4: Conclusions
This GIS-based analysis of the Old Lutheran emigration reveals several important
phenomena. At the province level, the emigrants came from the center and southeast of Prussia,
more specifically from the provinces of Brandenburg, Pomerania, Posen, Saxony, and Silesia.
Emigration from Saxony ended after 1843, while the emigration from Pomerania ended after
1848. Emigration from Silesia was mostly from the Lusatia region between 1849 and 1854.
From the five Prussian provinces affected by the Old Lutheran emigration, only 31% of
the Kreise (“counties”) experienced Old Lutheran emigration. Brandenburg had the highest
percent of Kreise affected (43.8%), while Saxony had the lowest percentage (19.5%). The Kreise
at the center of the emigration moved between time periods. One of the Kreise sending the most
emigrants between 1835 and 1848 was Kammin on the Baltic coast of Pomerania. Between 1835
and 1849, Saxony and Posen had Kreise that sent a lot of emigrants. Between 1840 and 1848,
Prenzlau in northern Brandenburg was the Kreis sending the most emigrants; however,
Rothenburg in Silesia was the Kreis sending the most emigrants between 1849 and 1854.
Rothenburg is one of the Kreise in western Silesia that is part of the Lusatia region, which was
not a major contributor to the emigration until 1849 to 1854.
Point density maps of the origins were used to show where the clusters of the most
emigrants came from. These maps also showed that the places with the most intense emigration
changed over time: from 1835 to 1839 the most intense emigration was in north central
Pomerania and southeastern Brandenburg; from 1840 to 1848, it was northern Brandenburg and
north central Pomerania; between 1844 and 1848, it was northern Brandenburg; and from 1849
to 1854, the most intense emigration was in western Silesia (part of the Lusatia region).
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There were two primary destinations for the Old Lutherans: America and Australia.
Within the United States, three destinations are known: New York, Texas, and Wisconsin.
However, for 42.7% of emigrants, the destination is just America, which leaves any conclusions
about emigration to specific states suspect. It was shown that 69.7% of emigrants went to
America and 30.1% went to Australia. Every emigrant from Posen went to Australia and
everyone from Saxony went to America, while 98.7% of those from Pomerania also went to
America (those going to Australia from Pomerania only did so from 1835-39). For Brandenburg
and Silesia, the percentage of those emigrating to the different countries changed over time. For
Brandenburg and Silesia, the trends were completely opposite of each other: Brandenburg saw
the highest percentage of emigrants going to Australia in 1835-39 (80.8%) and 1849-54 (96.5%)
with the intervening years having the highest rates emigrating to America (84.5% in 1840-43 and
71.9% in 1844-48). For Silesia, the highest percentage of emigrants went to America in 1835-39
(84.0%) and 1849-54 (96.0%) with the intervening years having the highest rates emigrating to
Australia in the intervening years (51.7% in 1840-43 and 92.6% in 1844-48).
The aggregate points tool in ArcGIS was used to determine whether there were areas
from which emigrants left for both America and Australia. Over the entire time of the
emigration, four areas of overlap were discovered: north central Pomerania, northern Silesia,
western Silesia, and central Silesia. However, this didn’t hold up for the different time periods.
The only overlap in north central Pomerania occurred from 1835 to 1839, with a tiny bit of
overlap in northern Silesia also during this time. No overlap occurred from 1840 to 1848 while
only a small amount of overlap took place between 1849 and 1854 in western Silesia.
It did not appear that rivers had any influence on separating populations who went to
America from those who went to Australia. Since travel by boat was used to get to the port
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taking emigrants from Europe and at least some emigrants traveled 15 miles to get to a boat, a
select by distance analysis was done to determine how many cities and villages that Old
Lutherans came from were near Prussian rivers and coastline. Of the 462 cities and villages
involved in the Old Lutheran emigration, 83.1% were within 15 miles of a river or coastline and
93.5% were within 20 miles. Therefore, transportation likely would not have been an issue to
deter one from emigrating.
Possible migration networks were shown for Kreis Kammin in Pomerania. The network
was shown by using last names of families who left in different years from different villages.
Without genealogical information showing familial relationships, these networks are suspect.
Another shortcoming of the network migration map is that it doesn’t show chain migration—it
doesn’t identify the cities and villages from which people emigrated in different years.
It is important to note that, while the Old Lutheran emigration might have been the first
emigration from the East Elbia region (east of the Elbe River), the number of Old Lutheran
emigrants was tiny compared to all the emigrants from the German lands at the time. The Old
Lutherans were also a special case—emigrating because of religious persecution. Therefore,
there is no basis to make a claim that the Old Lutherans were typical of other Germans in the
cities and villages that they came from or that the destinations were typical of other German
emigrants.
Further research is needed to determine the destinations of the Old Lutheran emigrants.
Most of the Australian emigrants went to South Australia (Iwan 1995), but some may have gone
to New South Wales or another state. And, to do a more meaningful analysis of the states and
Canadian provinces that were destinations, further research is required to find those emigrants
whose destination was listed by C. N. Smith (2004, 2-51) as America. Finally, a more complete
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analysis of the possible migration networks needs to be done. Cities and villages from which
emigrants left year after year need to be identified (chain migration) and more research needs to
be done to identify relatives in other cities and villages to determine the scale at which network
migration was taking place.
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Appendix: Cities and Villages from Which Old Lutheran Emigrated (Year by Year)

Figure A-1: Cites and villages from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1835.

Figure A-2: Cites and villages from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1836.
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Figure A-3: Cites and villages from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1837.

Figure A-4: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1838.
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Figure A-5: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1839.

Figure A-6: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1840.
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Figure A-7: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1841.

Figure A-8: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1842.
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Figure A-9: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1843.

Figure A-10: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1844.
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Figure A-11: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1845.

Figure A-12: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1846.
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Figure A-13: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1847.

Figure A-14: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1848.
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Figure A-15 Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1849.

Figure A-16: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1850.
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Figure A-17: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1851.

Figure A-18: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1852.
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Figure A-19: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1853.

Figure A-20: Origin locations from which Old Lutherans emigrated in 1854.
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